Abstract. In order to understand language, a hearer must draw inferences to establish referential and causal coherence. Hence our ability t o understand language suggests that we are capable of performing a wide range of inferences rapidly and spontaneously. This poses a challenge for cognitive science: How can a system of slow neuron-like e l e m e n ts encode a large body of knowledge and perform inferences with such s p e e d ? shruti attempts to answer this question by demonstrating how a n e urally plausible network can encode a large body of semantic and episodic facts, and systematic rule-like k n o wledge, and yet perform a range of inferences within a few hundred milliseconds. This paper describes a novel representation of types and instances in shruti that supports the encoding of rules and facts involving types and quanti ers, enables shruti to distinguish between hypothesized and asserted entities, and facilitates the dynamic instantiation and uni cation of entities during inference.
Introduction
In order to understand language, a hearer must draw inferences to establish referential and causal coherence, generate expectations, make predictions, and recognize the speaker's intent. Hence our ability to understand language suggests that we are capable of performing a wide range of inferences rapidly, s p o n taneously and without conscious e ort | as though they are a re ex response of our cognitive apparatus. In view of this, such reasoning has been described as re exive reasoning 22 . This remarkable human ability poses a challenge for cognitive science and computational neuroscience: How can a system of slow neuron-like elements encode a large body of systematic knowledge and perform a wide range of inferences with such speed?
The neurally plausible connectionist model shruti attempts to address the above c hallenge. It demonstrates how a network of neuron-like elements could encode a large body of structured knowledge and perform a variety of inferences within a few hundred milliseconds 3 22 14 23 20 . shruti suggests that the encoding of relational information frames, predicates, etc. is mediated by neural circuits composed of focal-clusters and the dynamic representation and communication of relational instances involves the transient propagation of rhythmic activity across these clusters. A role-entity binding is represented within this rhythmic activity b y t h e synchronous ring of appropriate cells. Systematic mappings | and other rule-like k n o wledge | are encoded by high-e cacy links that enable the propagation of rhythmic activity across focal-clusters, and a fact in long-term memory is a temporal pattern matcher circuit.
The possible role of synchronous activity in dynamic neural representations has been suggested by other researchers e.g., 28 , but shruti o ers a detailed computational account o f h o w synchronous activity can be harnessed to solve problems in the representation and processing of high-level conceptual knowledge. A rich body of neurophysiological evidence has emerged suggesting that synchronous activity might indeed play an important role in neural computation 26 and several models using synchrony t o s o l v e the binding problem during inference have been developed e.g., 9 . 1 As an illustration of shruti's inferential ability consider the following narrative: John fell in the hallway. T om had cleaned it. He got hurt." Upon being presented with the above narrative 2 shruti re exively infers the following: 3 Tom had mopped the oor. The oor was wet. John was walking in the hallway. J o h n slipped and fell because the oor was wet. John got hurt because he fell.
Notice that shruti draws inferences required to establish referential and causal coherence. It explains John's fall by making the plausible inference that John was walking in the hallway and he slipped because the oor was wet. It also infers that John got hurt because of the fall. Moreover, it determines that it" in the second sentence refers to the hallway, and that He" in the third sentence refers to John, and not to Tom.
The representational and inferential machinery developed in shruti can be applied to other problems involving relational structures, systematic but contextsensitive mappings between such structures, and rapid interactions between persistent and dynamic structures. The shruti model meshes with the Neural Theory of Language" project 4 on language acquisition and provides neurally plausible solutions to several representational and computational requirements arising in the project. The model also o ers a plausible framework for realizing the Interpretation as Abduction" approach to language understanding described in 8 . Moreover, shruti's representational machinery has been extended to realize control and coordination mechanisms required for modeling actions and reactive plans 24 . For other solutions to the binding problem within a structured connectionist framework see 11 5 27 . 2 Each sentence in the narrative i s c o n veyed to shruti as a set of dynamic bindings see Section 4. The sentences are presented in the order of their occurrence in the narrative. After each s e n tence is presented, the network is allowed to propagate activity for a xed number of cycles. This paper describes a novel representation of types and instances in shruti. This representation supports the encoding of rules and facts involving types and quanti ers, and at the same time allows shruti to distinguish between hypothesized entities and asserted entities. This in turn facilitates the dynamic instantiation and uni cation of entities and relational instances during inference. For a detailed description of various aspects of shruti's representational machinery refer to 22 20 25 .
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of how relational knowledge is encoded in shruti. Section 3 discusses the representation of types and instances. Section 4 describes the representation of dynamic bindings. Section 5 explains how phase separation between incompatible entities is enforced in the type hierarchy via inhibitory mechanisms, and how phases are merged to unify entities. Section 6 describes the associative potentiation of links in the type hierarchy. Next, Section 7 reviews the encoding of facts, and Section 8 outlines the encoding of rules or mappings between relational structures. A simple illustrative example is presented in Section 9.
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? o a n e n tity y of type Agent, then the latter comes to own it. Similarly, item 2 is a rule which states that whenever any e n tity o f t h e t ype Agent buys something, it comes to own it. The pair of weights a,b associated with a rule have the following interpretation: a indicates the degree of evidential support for the antecedent being the probable cause or explanation of the consequent, and b indicates the degree of evidential support for the consequent being a probable e ect of the antecedent. 4 Item 3 corresponds to a long-term episodic" fact or E-fact which states that John gave Mary a speci c book Book-17. Item 4 is a long-term taxon" fact or T-fact which states that the prior evidential support for a given random human buying a given random book is 50. Item 5 states that John is a human. Similarly, items 6 8.
Given the above k n o wledge, shruti can rapidly draw inferences of the following sort within a few hundred milliseconds 5 numbers in indicate strength of inference:
1. ownMary, Book-17 784 ; Mary owns a particular book referred to as Book-17. 4 Weights in shruti lie in the interval 0,1000 . The mapping of probabilities and evidential supports to weights in shruti is non-linear and loosely de ned. The initial weights can be set approximately, and subsequently ne tuned to model a given domain via learning. The time required for drawing an inference is estimated by c, w h e r e c is the number of cycles of rhythmic activity i t t a k es shruti to draw an inference see Section 9, and is the period of rhythmicity. A plausible value of is 25 milliseconds 22 . Mary is an agent. Figure 2 depicts a schematized response of the shruti network shown in Figure 1 to the query Does Mary own a book?" 9 x:Book ownMary, x?. We will revisit this activation trace in Section 9 after we h a ve reviewed shruti's representational machinery, and discussed the encoding of instances and types in more detail. For now it su ces to observe that the query is conveyed to the network by activating appropriate ?" nodes ?:own, ?:Mary and ?e:Book and appropriate role nodes owner and o-obj. This leads to a propagation of activity in the network which e v entually causes the activation of the nodes +:own and +:Book-17. This signals an a rmative a n s w er Yes, Mary owns Book-17. Note that bindings between roles and entities are expressed by the synchronous activation of bound role and entity nodes.
Di erent n o d e t ypes and their computational behavior
Nodes in shruti are computational abstractions and correspond to small ensembles of cells. M o r e o ver, a connection from a node A to a node B corresponds to several connections from cells in the A ensemble to cells in the B ensemble.
shruti makes use of four node types: m--nodes, -and nodes, -or nodes of type 1, and -or nodes of type 2. This classi cation is based on the computational properties of nodes, and not on their functional or representational role. In particular, nodes serving di erent representational functions can be of the same computational type. The computational behav i o r o f m --nodes and -and nodes is described below: m-nodes: An m-node with threshold n becomes active and res upon receiving n synchronous inputs. Here synchrony is de ned relative t o a w i n d o w of temporal integration !. T h us all inputs arriving at a node with a lead lag of no more than !, are deemed to be synchronous. Thus an m-node A receiving above-threshold periodic inputs from m-nodes B and C where B and C may be ring in di erent phases will respond by ring in phase with both B and C. A similar node type has been described in 15 .
A scalar level strength of activity is associated with the response of an mnode. 6 This level of activity is computed by t h e activation combination function ECF associated with the node. Some ECFs used in the past are sum, max, a n d sigmoid. Other combination functions are under investigation 25 . The response-level of a m-node in a phase can be governed by t h e n umber of cells in the node's cluster ring in that phase. -and nodes: A -and node becomes active on receiving an uninterrupted and above-threshold input over an interval max , where max is a system parameter. Computationally, this sort of input can be idealized as a pulse whose amplitude exceeds the threshold, and whose duration is greater than or equal to max . P h ysiologically, such a n i n p u t m a y b e i d e n ti ed with a high-frequency burst of spikes. Thus a -and node behaves like a temporal and node and becomes active upon receiving adequate and uninterrupted inputs over an interval max . Upon becoming active, such a node produces an output pulse of width max . The level of output activation is determined by the ECF associated with the node for combining the weighted inputs arriving at the node.
The model also makes use of inhibitory modi ers that can block the ow o f activation along a link. This blocking is phasic and lasts only for a duration !.
Encoding of relational structures
Each relation in general, a frame or a predicate is represented by a focal-cluster which a s a n a n c hor for the complete encoding of a relation. Such focal-clusters are depicted as dotted ellipses in Figure 1 . The focal-cluster for the relation give is depicted toward the top and the left of Figure 1 . For the purpose of this example, it is assumed that give has only three roles: giver, recipient and giveobject. Each of these roles is encoded by a separate node labeled giver, recip and g-obj, respectively. The focal-cluster of give also includes an enabler node labeled ? and two collector nodes labeled + and . The positive and negative collectors are mutually inhibitory inhibitory links are depicted by lled blobs. In general, the focal-cluster for an n-place relation contains n role nodes, one enabler node, one positive collector node and one negative collector node. We will refer to the enabler, the positive collector, and the negative collector of a relation P as ?:P, +:P, and :P, respectively. The collector and enabler nodes of relations behave like -and nodes. Role nodes and the collector and enabler nodes of instances behave l i k e m -nodes.
Semantic import of enabler and collector nodes. Assume that the roles of a relation P have been dynamically bound to some llers and thereby represent an active instance of P we will see how this is done, shortly. The activation of the enabler ?:P means that the system is seeking an explanation for the active instance of P. I n c o n trast, the activation of the collector +:P means that the system is a rming the active instance of P. Similarly, the activation of the collector -:P means that the system is a rming the negation of the active instance of P. The activation levels of ?:P, +:P and -:P signi es the strength with which information about P is being sought, believed, or disbelieved, respectively.
For example, if the roles giver, recipient and object are dynamically bound to John, Mary, and a book, respectively, then the activation of ?:give means that the system is asking whether John gave Mary a book" matches a fact in memory, or whether it can be inferred from what is known. In contrast, the activation of +:P with the same role bindings means that the system is asserting John gave Mary a book".
Degrees of belief: support, no information and contradiction. The levels of activation of the positive and negative collectors of a relation measure the e ective degree of support o ered by the system to the currently active relational instance. Thus the activation levels of the collectors +:P and -:P encode a graded belief ranging continuously from no on the one extreme only -:P is active, to yes on the other only +:P is active, and don't know in between neither collector is very active. If both the collectors receive comparable and strong activation then a contradiction is indicated.
Signi cance of collector to enabler connections. Links from the collector nodes to the enabler node of a relation convert a dynamic assertion of a relational instance into a query about the assertion. Thus the system continually seeks an explanation for active assertions. The weight o n t h e l i n k f r o m +:P or -:P t o ?:P is a sum of two terms. The rst term is proportional to the system's propensity for seeking explanations | the more skeptical the system, the higher the weight. The second term is inversely proportional to the probability of occurrence of a positive or negative instance of P | the more unlikely a fact, the more intense the search for an explanation.
The links from the collectors of a relation to its enabler also create positive feedback loops of activation and thereby create stable coalitions of active cells under appropriate circumstances. If the system seeks an explanation for an instance of P and nds support for this instance, then a stable coalition of activity arises consisting of ?:P, other ensembles participating in the explanation, +:P and nally ?:P. Such activity leads to priming see Section 6, and the formation of episodic memories see 19,21 .
Encoding instances and types
The encoding of types and instances is illustrated in Figure 3 . The focal-cluster of each e n tity consists of a ? and a + node. In contrast, the focal-cluster of each type consists of a pair of ? nodes ?e and ?v a n d a p a i r o f + nodes +e and +v. While the nodes +v and ?v participate in the expression of knowledge facts and attributes involving the whole type, the nodes +e and ?e participate in the encoding of knowledge involving particular instances of the type. Thus nodes v and e signify universal and existential quanti cation, respectively. All nodes participating in the representation of types are m-nodes.
Interconnections within focal-clusters of instances and types
The interconnections shown in Figure 3 among nodes within the focal-cluster of an instance and among nodes within the focal-cluster of a type lead to the following functionality I refers to an instance, T1 refers to a type:
Because of the link from +:I to ?:I, a n y assertion about an instance leads to a query or a search for a possible explanation of the assertion.
Because of the link from +v:T1 t o + e : T1, any assertion about the type leads to the same assertion being made about an unspeci ed member of the type e.g., Humans are mortal" leads to there exists a mortal human". 7 Because of the link from +v:T 1 t o ? v : T1, any assertion about the whole type leads to a query or search for a possible explanation of the assertion e.g., the assertion Humans are mortal" leads to the query Are humans mortal?". Because of the link from +e:T1 t o ? e : T1, any assertion about an instance of the type leads to a query or search for a possible instance that would verify the assertion e.g., the assertion There is a human who is mortal" to the query Is there is a human who is mortal?". Because of the link from ?e:T1 t o ? v : T1, any query or search for an explanation about a member of the type leads to a query about the whole type one way of determining whether A human is mortal" is to nd out whether Humans are mortal". Moreover, paths formed by the above links lead to other behaviors. For example, given the path from +v:T 1 to ?e:T1, any assertion about the whole type leads to a query or search for an explanation of the assertion applied to a given subtype member of the type e.g., Humans are mortal" leads to the query Is there a human who is mortal?". Note that the closure between the ?" and +" nodes is provided by t h e matching of facts see Section 7.
The interconnections b e t ween focal-clusters of instances and types
The interconnections between nodes in the focal-clusters of instances and types lead to the following functionality: Because of the link from +v:T 1 t o + : I, a n y assertion about the type T1 leads to the same assertion about the instance I Humans are mortal" leads to John is mortal". Because of the link from +:I to +e:T 1, any assertion about I leads to the same assertion about a member of T1 John is mortal" leads to A human is mortal". Because of the link from ?:I to ?v:T 1, a query about I leads to a query about T1 as a whole one way of determining whether John is mortal" is to determine whether Humans are mortal". Because of the link from ?e:T1 t o ? : I, a query about a member of T1 leads to a query about I one way of determining whether A human is mortal" is to determine whether John is mortal". Similarly, i n terconnections between sub-and supertypes lead to the following functionality.
Because of the link from +v:T2 t o + v : T1, any assertion about the supertype T2 leads to the same assertion about the subtype T1 Agents can cause change" leads to Humans can cause change". Because of the link from +e:T 1 t o + e : T2, any assertion about a member of T1 leads to the same assertion about a memberof T2 Humans are mortal" leads to mortal agents exist". Because of the link from ?v:T1 t o ? v : T2, a query about T1 as a whole leads to a query about T2 as a whole one way of determining whether Humans are mortal" is to determine whether Agents are mortal". Because of the link from ?e:T2 t o ? e : T1, a query about a member of T2 leads to a query about a member of T1 one way of determining whether an Agent is mortal" is to determine whether a Human is mortal". 
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Encoding of dynamic bindings
The dynamic encoding of a relational instance corresponds to a rhythmic pattern of activity wherein bindings between roles and entities are represented by the synchronous ring of appropriate role and entity nodes. With reference to Figure 1 , the rhythmic pattern of activity shown in Figure 4 is the dynamic representation of the relational instance give: hgiver=Johni, hrecipient=Maryi, hgive-object=a-Booki i.e., John gave Mary a book". Observe that the collector ensembles +:John, +:Mary and +e:Book are ring in distinct phases, but in phase with the roles giver, recip, and g-obj, respectively. Since +:give is also ring, the system is making an assertion. The dynamic representation of the query Did John give Mary a book?" would be similar except that the enabler node would be active and not the collector node.
The rhythmic activity underlying the dynamic representation of relational instances is expected to be highly variable, but it is assumed that over short durations | ranging from a few hundred milliseconds to about a second | such activity m a y b e v i e w ed as being composed of k interleaved quasi-periodic activities where k equals the number of distinct entities lling roles in active relational instances. The period of this transient activity is at least k ! int where ! int is the window of synchrony, i.e., the amount b y w h i c h t wo spikes can lead lag and still be treated as being synchronous. As speculated in 22 , the activity o f r o l e a n d e n tity cells engaged in dynamic bindings might correspond to band activity 40 Hz.
Mutual exclusion and collapsing of phases
Instances in the type hierarchy can be part of a phase-level mutual exclusion cluster -mex cluster. The + node of every entity i n a -mex cluster sends inhibitory links to, and receives inhibitory links from, the + node of all other entities in the cluster. As a result of this mutual inhibition, only the most active entity within a -mex cluster can remain active in any given phase. A similar -mex cluster can be formed by +e: nodes of mutually exclusive t ypes as well as +v: nodes of mutually exclusive t ypes.
Another form of inhibitory interaction between siblings in the type hierarchy leads to an explaining away" phenomenon in shruti. Let us illustrate this inhibitory interaction with reference to the type hierarchy s h o wn in Figure 1 . The link from +:John to +e:Human sends an inhibitory modi er to the link from ?e:Human to ?:Mary. Similarly, the link from +:Mary to +e:Human sends an inhibitory modi er to the link from ?e:Human to ?:John such modi ers are not shown in the gure. Analogous connections exist between all siblings in the type hierarchy. As a result of such inhibitory modi ers, if ?e:Human propagates activity t o ?:John and ?:Mary in phase 1, then the strong activation of +:John in phase 1 a t t e n uates the activity arriving from ?e:Human into ?:Mary. I n essence, the success of the query Is it John?" in the context of the query Is it human?" makes the query Is it Mary?" unimportant. This use of inhibitory connections for explaining away is motivated by 2 .
As discussed in Section 8, shruti supports the introduction of new" phases during inference. In addition, shruti also allows multiple phases to coalesce into a single phase during inference. In the current implementation, such p h a s e uni cation can occur under two circumstances. First, phase collapsing can occur whenever a single entity dominates multiple phases for example, if the same entity comes to be the answer of multiple queries. Second, phase collapsing can occur if two uni able instantiations of a relation arise within a focal-cluster. For example, an assertion ownMary, Book-17 alongside the query 9 x:Book ownMary,x? Does Mary own a book" will result in a merging of the two phases for a book" and Book-17. Note that the type hierarchy will map the query 9 x:Book ownMary,x? into ownMary,Book-17?, and hence, lead to a direct match b e t ween ownMary,Book-17 and ownMary,Book-17?.
6 Priming: associative short-term potentiation of weights Let I be an instance of T1. If ?:I receives activity from ?e:T1 and concurrent activity from +:I, then the weight of the link from ?e:T1 to ?:I increases i.e., gets potentiated for a short-duration. 8 Let T2 be a supertype of T1. I f ?e:T1 receives activity from ?e:T2, and concurrent activity from +e:T1, t h e n t h e w eight of the link from ?e:T2 to ?e:T1 also increases for a short-duration. Analogous weight increases can occur along the link from ?v:T1 to ?v:T2 if ?v:T2 receives concurrent activity from +v:T2 and ?v:T1. Similarly, t h e w eight of the link from ?:I to ?v:T1 can undergo a short-term increase if ?v:T1 receives concurrent activity from +v:T1 and ?:I. 9 8 This is modeled after the biological phenomena of short-term potentiation STP 6 . In principle, short-term weight increases can occur along the link from +e:T1 to +e:T2 if +e:T2 receives concurrent activity from +v:T2 and +e:T1. Similarly, t h e The potentiation of link weights can a ect the system's response time as well as the response itself. Let us refer to an entity whose incoming links are potentiated as a primed" entity. Since a primed entity w ould become active sooner than an unprimed entity, a query whose answer is a primed entity w ould be answered faster all else being equal. Furthermore, all else being equal, a primed entity w ould dominate an unprimed entity i n a -mex cluster, and hence, if a primed and an unprimed entity compete to be the ller of a role, the primed entity w ould emerge as the role-ller.
Facts in long-term memory: E-facts and T-facts
Currently shruti encodes two t ypes of relational instances i.e., facts in its long-term memory LTM: episodic facts E-Facts and taxon facts T-facts.
While an E-fact corresponds to a speci c instance of a relation, a T-fact corresponds to a distillation or statistical summary of various instances of a relation e.g., Days tend to be hot in June". An E-fact E 1 associated with a relation P becomes active whenever all the dynamic bindings speci ed in the currently active instantiation of P match those encoded in E 1 . T h us an E-fact is sensitive t o a n y mismatch b e t ween the bindings it encodes and the currently active dynamic bindings. In contrast, a T-fact is sensitive o n l y t o m a t c hes between its bindings and the currently active dynamic bindings. Note that both E-and Tfacts tolerate missing bindings, and hence, respond to partial cues. The encoding of E-facts is described below the encoding of T-facts is described in 20 . Figure 5 illustrates the encoding of E-facts loveJohn, Mary and :loveTom, Susan. E a c h E-fact is encoded using a distinct fact node these are labeled F1 and F2 in Figure 5 . A fact node sends a link to the + or collector of the relation depending on whether the fact encodes a positive or a negative assertion.
Given the query loveJohn,Mary? the E-fact node F1 will become active and activate +:love, +:John and +:Mary nodes indicating a yes" answer to the question. Similarly, given the query loveTom,Susan?, the E-fact node F2 will become active and activate :love, +:Tom and +:Susan nodes indicating a no" answer to the query. Finally, given the query loveJohn,Susan?, neither +:love nor :love would become active, indicating that the system can neither a rm nor deny whether John loves Susan the nodes +:John and +:Susan will also not receive a n y a c t i v ation.
Types can also serve as role-llers in E-facts e.g., Dog in Dogs chase cats" and so can unspeci ed instances of a type e.g., a dog in a dog bit John". Such E-facts are encoded by using the appropriate nodes in the focal-cluster for Dog". In general, if an existing instance, I, is a role-ller in a fact, then ?:I provides the input to the fact cluster and +:I receives inputs from the binder node in the fact cluster. If the whole type T is a role-ller in a fact, then ?v:T provides the input to the fact cluster and +v:T receives inputs from the binder node in the fact cluster. If an unspeci ed instance of type T is a role-ller in a weight of the link from +:I to +e:T1 can undergo a short-term increase, if +e:T1 receives concurrent activity from +v:T1 and +:I. long-term fact, then a new instance of type T is created and its ?" and +" nodes are used to encode the fact. 000 111 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 11 00 11 000 000 111 111 000 111 000 111 00 11 0 1 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 
Encoding of rules
A rule is encoded via a mediator focal-cluster that mediates the ow of activity and bindings between antecedent and consequent clusters mediators are depicted as parallelograms in Figure 1 . A mediator consists of a single collector +, an enabler ?, and as many role-instantiation nodes as there are distinct variables in the rule. A mediator establishes links between nodes in the antecedent and consequent clusters as follows: i The roles of the consequent a n d antecedent relations are linked via appropriate role-instantiation nodes in the mediator. This linking re ects the correspondence between antecedent and consequent roles speci ed in the rule. ii The enabler of the consequent is connected to the enabler of the antecedent via the enabler of the mediator. iii The appropriate + collector of the antecedent relation is linked to the appropriate + collector of the consequent relation via the collector of the mediator. A collector to collector link originates at the + collector of an antecedent relation if the relation appears in its positive negated form in the antecedent. The link terminates at the + collector of the consequent relation if the relation appears in a positive negated form in the consequent. 10 Consider the encoding of the following rule in Figure 1 : 8 x:agent y:agent z:thing givex,y,z owny,z 800,800 This rule is encoded via the mediator, med1, c o n taining three role-instantiation nodes r1, r2, and r3. The weight on the link from ?:med1 to ?:give indicates the degree of evidential support for give being the probable cause or explanation of own. The weight on the link from +:med1 to +:own indicates the degree of evidential support for own being a probable e ect of give. These strengths are de ned on a non-linear scale ranging from 0 to 1000.
A role-instantiation node is an abstraction of a neural circuit with the following functionality. If a role-instantiation node receives activation from the mediator enabler and one or more consequent role nodes, it simply propagates the activity o n ward to the connected antecedent role nodes. If on the other hand, the role-instantiation node receives activity only from the mediator enabler, it sends activity t o t h e ?e node of the type speci ed in the rule as the type restriction for this role. This causes the ?e node of this type to become active i n a n unoccupied phase. 11 The ?e node of the type conveys activity in this phase to the role-instantiation node which in turn propagates this activity to connected antecedent roles nodes. The links between role-instantiation nodes and nodes in the type hierarchy has not been shown in Figure 1 .
shruti can encode rules involving multiple antecedents and consequents see 20 . Furthermore, shruti allows a bounded number of instantiations of the same predicate to be simultaneously active during inference 14 .
9 An example of inference Figure 2 depicts a schematized response of the shruti network shown in Figure 1 to the query Does Mary own a book?" 9 x:Book ownMary, x?. This query is posed by a c t i v ating ?:Mary and ?e:book nodes, the role nodes owner and oobj, and the enabler ?:own, a s s h o wn in Figure 2 . We will refer to the phases of activation of ?:Mary and ?e:book as 1 a n d 2, respectively. Activation from the focal-cluster for own reaches the mediator structure of rules 1 and 2. Consequently, n o d e s r2 and r3 in the mediator med1 become active in phases 1 and 2, respectively. Similarly, n o d e s s1 and s2 in the mediator med2 become active in phases 1 a n d 2, respectively. A t the same time, the activation from ?:own activates the enablers ?:med1 and ?:med2 in the two mediators. Since r1 10 The design of the mediator was motivated, in part, by discussions the author had with Jerry Hobbs.
11
A similar phase-allocation mechanism is used in 1 for realizing function terms. Currently, an unoccupied phase is assigned in software, but eventually this will result from inhibitory interactions between nodes in the type hierarchy.
does not receive activation from any of the roles in its consequent's focal-cluster own, it activates the node ?e:agency in the type hierarchy in a free phase say 3.
The activation from nodes r1, r2 and r3 reach the roles giver, recip and g-obj in the give focal-cluster, respectively. Similarly, a c t i v ation from nodes s1 and s2 reach the roles buyer and b-obj in the buy focal-cluster, respectively. I n essence, the system has created new bindings for give and buy wherein giver is bound to an undetermined agent, recipient is bound to Mary, g-obj is bound to a b ook, buyer is bound to Mary, a n d b-obj is bound to a b ook. These bindings together with the activation of the enabler nodes ?:give and ?:own encode two new queries: Did some agent give Mary a book?" and Did Mary buy a book?".
At the same time, activation travels in the type hierarchy and thereby m a p s the query to a large number of related queries such as Did a human give M a r y a book?", Did John give Mary Book-17?", Did Mary buy all books" etc.
The E-fact giveJohn, Mary, Book-17 now becomes active as a result of matching the query giveJohn, Mary, Book-17? and causes +:give to become active. This in turn causes +:med1, to become active and transmit activity t o +:own. This results in an a rmative answer to the query and creates a reverberant loop of activity i n volving the clusters own, med1, give, the fact node F1, and the entities John, Mary, a n d 10 Conclusion
The type structure described above, together with other enhancements such a s support for negation, priming, and evidential rules, allow shruti to support a rich set of inferential behaviors, and perhaps, shed some light on the nature of symbolic neural representations.
shruti identi es a numb e r o f c o n s t r a i n ts on the representation and processing of relational knowledge and predicts the capacity of the active w orking memory underlying re exive reasoning 17 22 . First, on the basis of neurophysiological data pertaining to the occurrence of synchronous activity i n t h e band, shruti leads to the prediction that a large number of facts relational instances can be active s i m ultaneously and a large number of rules can re in parallel during an episode of re exive reasoning. However, the number of distinct entities participating as role-llers in these active facts and rules must remain very small 7. Recent experimental ndings as well as computational models lend support to this prediction e.g., 12 13 . Second, since the quality o f synchronization degrades as activity propagates along a chain of cell clusters, shruti predicts that as the depth of inference increases, binding information is gradually lost and systematic inference reduces to a mere spreading of activation. Thus shruti predicts that re exive reasoning has a limited inferential horizon. Third, shruti predicts that only a small number of instances of any given relation can be active simultaneously.
A n umber of issues remain open. These include the encoding of rules and facts involving complex nesting of quanti ers. While the current implementation supports multiple existential and universal quanti ers, it does not support the occurrence of existential quanti ers within the scope of an universal quanti er. Also, the current implementation does not support the encoding of complex types such as radial categories 10 . Another open issue is the learning of new relations and rules mappings. In 18 it is shown that a recurrent n e t work can learn rules involving variables and semantic restrictions using gradient-descent learning. While this work serves as a proof of concept, it does not address issues of scaling and catastrophic interference. Several researchers are pursuing solutions to the problem of learning in the context of language acquisition e.g., 16 4 7 . In collaboration with M. Cohen, B. Thompson, and C. Wendelken, the author is also augmenting shruti to integrate the propagation of belief with the propagation of utility. T h e i n tegrated system will be capable of seeking explanations, making predictions, instantiating goals, constructing reactive plans, and triggering actions that maximize the system's expected future utility.
